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COVER LETTERS: NETWORKING 
 

OVERVIEW 

Of all the job search situations requiring a cover letter of some kind, networking-related 
scenarios are perhaps the most rare, given that most networking exchanges usually take place 
(as they should) either via face-to-face conversations or over the phone.   

And yet, there is one tried-and-true networking technique that requires a cover letter, of sorts, 
and might require you to capture your current situation and goals on paper in a concise, 
eloquent way.  It involves sending out a "broadcast" networking note (typically an e-mail 
message) to everyone you know, at the start of your job search, so that you can get the word 
out about your availability to all of your friends and acquaintances as quickly as possible. 

At Career Horizons, we recommend this technique to all job seekers, except perhaps those 
who are searching for work confidentially.  While it may seem that you're nagging people with 
this kind of outreach effort, asking for help in this manner is absolutely appropriate in today's 
world and represents a very efficient, effective way to get the word out and increase your job 
search success rate.  The name of the game in job searching is exposure, after all, and the more 
people out there who know you're looking for work, the better.  What's more, if you tried to 
contact everybody you know in "one at a time" fashion, it could take easily take months to 
alert everybody about your status and you may miss out on some great opportunities. 

Time after time, our clients who have tried this approach have been impressed with the 
amount of useful activity and positive moral support it tends to generate—so borrow from 
some of the examples in this packet, create your own customized "broadcast" letter, and then 
send it out far and wide to enlist as many allies as possible in your unfolding search! 

TIPS & GUIDELINES 

• While the examples that follow will give you a rough sense of how to approach this type of 
letter, feel free to make changes and personalize the language to your own taste, 
personality, and communications style.  Since you'll be writing to people you already have 
a relationship with, the letter needs to feel authentic and as much "like you" as possible. 

• When sending your broadcast letter out, make sure to put everybody's e-mail addresses in 
the BCC (Blind Carbon Copy) field of your e-mail system so that people feel safe, knowing 
their e-mail addresses weren't shared with everyone else 

• Don't pretend that this document ISN'T a form letter or get cute trying to mail-merge 
peoples' names into the letter to make things seem more personalized.  Your contacts will 
see right through this and potentially be offended that you tried to bamboozle them.  Be 
totally transparent, up front, about this letter going out to all of your supporters at once. 

• We recommend you only send out ONE of these letters, at the start of your search, to avoid 
people getting burned out with repeated mailings; after you've sent the initial note, 
concentrate on the 1:1 networking component and following up with people individually. 
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SAMPLE #1 

Happy holidays, everybody!  Apologies for the blanket outreach, but just wanted to get the 
word out that I’ve just wrapped up my most recent role, at TekSystems, after eight great years 
of helping develop some kick-butt sales enablement materials for Microsoft’s global partner 
community that played a key role in increasing their customer renewal rates to over 80%.   

Going forward, I’m going to start hunting for a new opportunity dealing with similar 
challenges — most likely as a senior-level sales enablement, partner relations, or corporate 
training/learning consultant —  so would greatly appreciate if you’d all keep your antenna up 
on my behalf.  In particular, a few companies I’ve got my eye on are Amazon, Tableau, and F5 
Networks, so if any of you happen to have any contacts of scuttlebutt regarding these 
organizations, I’d love to hear any thoughts you’d be able to share! 

Many thanks for any ideas or referrals you might be able to send my way, and in return please 
don’t hesitate to let me know if I can return the favor at any point.  All the best, wish me luck, 
and hope to cross paths with you all at some point in the new year! 

SAMPLE #2 

Dear Friends & Colleagues: 

Hope you're all enjoying the wonderful summer so far -- and I just wanted to send along a 
quick line to let you all know that I'm firing up an effort to head back into the corporate job 
marketplace after spending the last several years serving the community via several national 
and local organizations.  

As a quick refresher, my professional background centers on multiple successful sales. 
account management, and product development roles in the consumer goods industry -- 
specifically within the apparel and fashion, skin and body care products, and private-label 
manufacturing sectors with leading organizations such as Eddie Bauer and Garden Botanika.  
As somebody who loves to help companies open doors to new clients and distinguish 
themselves via outstanding customer service, I'm open to any thoughts or suggestions about 
companies you know in the area who might be looking to expand -- and who need a proven 
sales pro to help lead the charge. 

Many thanks for keeping me in mind and for any ideas/introductions you might be able to 
pass along and obviously, in return, please don't hesitate to let me know if I can assist YOU in 
any way with your personal or professional endeavors.  All the best and hope to have the 
chance to chat with each of you individually, in the near future, as summer unfolds... :) 

SAMPLE #3 

Hello friends, 

Hope you’re all doing well these days—and while I apologize for this slightly impersonal note, 
I wanted to alert you all to some recent career developments in my world and enlist your aid, 
if you’d be so kind, in keeping your eyes open for suitable opportunities. 

As many of you know, I’m currently on a quest to shift from the world of academia into the 
corporate sector, drawing upon my extensive toolbox of statistical analysis and data science 
expertise.  Having recently finished up a certificate from UW along these lines, and completed 
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a short analytical project at Starbucks, I’m even more fired up to help a growing business use 
its data to improve customer relationships and grow the bottom-line.  Heck, I even just 
learned to program in a nifty language called Python and to create cutting-edge graph 
databases using a tool called Neo4j (graph databases, for those who don’t know, are great for 
displaying complex relationships—imagine a picture of all your Facebook connections and 
their connections, etc.).  

Long story short, I am actively on the hunt for a job in data analysis, analytics, business 
intelligence, or data science (all slightly different takes on the same type of work) in case you 
might happen to hear of anything along those lines out there—or know anybody who might 
have insight into these particular fields.  Interestingly, a number of forward-looking 
companies around the country seem to be turning to quantitative psychologists like myself 
these days for help in better understanding/measuring customer behavior, so I’m hoping this 
trend continues and that many Seattle organizations follow suit! 

Many thanks for keeping your antenna up and if you have any further questions about my 
capabilities, or I can return the favor in any form, please don’t hesitate to ask… 

SAMPLE #4 

Dear Friends & Colleagues: 

Quick update to share, if you have a moment!  Having been impacted by some of the 
turbulence at Boeing lately, I'm in the process of moving on from my Business Analyst role 
there and am in the process of seeking out a new opportunity.  It was a great 18 months, I 
learned a ton, and I will miss many of the talented professionals I worked beside – but at the 
same time, I’m excited about what the future may hold and want to shift my career in more of 
a sales and marketing direction that will take greater advantage of my digital marketing, 
team-building, and customer-facing relationship management skills. 

As a result, I'm actively on the lookout for connections with VPs/Directors of Sales and 
Marketing who might be looking to add an energetic, tech-savvy member to their team – or to 
any other business decision-makers you may know who are seeking to attract new customers, 
capture greater market share, or expand their business into new areas.  Again, I believe I bring 
a pretty versatile skill set to the table that includes customer service, client retention, training, 
sales operations, data analysis, and sales/marketing strategy.  

Any thoughts or referrals you might be able to share would be very much appreciated – and 
just for reference, I’ve attached a copy of my resume and a list of specific companies I’ve got 
my eye on, if you happen to know anything about these organizations or have any contacts 
there.  In return, please don’t hesitate to let me know return the favor in any way!   

All the best and I’ll keep you posted on how things play out… 

SAMPLE #5 

SUBJECT LINE: NETWORKING REQUEST FROM HENRY 

Dear Friends & Colleagues, 

For those I haven’t yet had the chance to share this news with, after a 7-year run of leading the 
tax department over at Numina Software, I decided to resign my post earlier this summer in 
light of the company's changing needs and organizational structure.  And while I've had an 
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absolute ball enjoying the sunny weather this past month or two, I've decided it's time to get 
back in professional mode and start ramping up my search for a new assignment, come fall.   

While I'll certainly miss many of the talented professionals I worked with at Numina, and am 
proud of the many contributions my team and I made during my time there, I'm excited about 
what the future may hold and the chance to share my tax expertise with a new organization 
that might be facing some challenging needs in this area.  As a result, I'm actively seeking to 
connect with CFO’s, Tax VP’s, Finance VPs and any other business decision-makers who might 
be heavily involved in a company's financial operations or be privy to emerging tax-related 
needs faced by their organizations.   

A copy of my resume is attached (feel free to share it) and please don’t hesitate to contact me 
if any potential opportunities or referrals happen to come across your radar screen.  And 
while I hope it goes without saying, if I can return the favor in any way, please don’t hesitate 
to contact me through email, phone, or LinkedIn and let me know how I can help! 

SAMPLE #6 

SUBJECT LINE: INFORMATIONAL INTERVIEW REQUEST 

Dear Mr. Jenks, 

My name is Amos Danzig and as a recent Aeronautics/Astronautics graduate of the University 
of Washington, I'm extremely interested in exploring a career future at Boeing that involves 
potentially working in propulsion or test engineering -- and would be greatly interested in any 
and all assistance you might be able to provide in helping make my dreams a reality! 

During my time at UW, I participated in a couple of highly relevant projects concerning 
propulsion design and testing, and this experience has given me skills that would make me a 
valuable asset to a team at Boeing. For one, I have developed strong communication and 
presentation skills that allow me to work effectively in a team. In addition, I have experience 
working with mathematical simulations and LabView software, which would allow me to 
quickly slot into a testing team and start working effectively. 

I can only imagine how busy you are and how many of these requests you must get, but if by 
any chance possible you'd be willing to spare 5-10 minutes to share some thoughts, I'd be 
incredibly grateful. Not only would I love to hear your insights regarding emerging career 
paths in the aerospace industry, but I'd also appreciate any advice (obviously!) you might be 
able give to someone new to the field, trying to get a foot in the door at Boeing.  

Again, a million thanks for taking the time to look over my resume and I'd be happy to call you 
at any time that might be convenient to chat further, if appropriate.  Much appreciated... 
 
SAMPLE #7 

SUBJECT LINE: HAPPY NEW YEAR & QUICK FAVOR TO ASK 

Greetings & Happy New Year, Everyone! 

Hope you're all up to great things so far this year, and while I'm looking forward to touching 
base with all of you individually in the near future, I wanted to alert you all to the fact that I 
ended up moving on from my HR position at Cordplay Manufacturing  right before the end of 
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the year—due to some internal restructuring—and am therefore currently back out on the 
hunt for a new HR-focused opportunity. 

While I had a terrific experience at Cordplay and left on very positive terms, it turns out they 
ended up needing somebody with a few very specialized types of technical HR skills versus a 
true "generalist" like myself.  So going forward, please keep your eyes out for any HR Manager, 
Generalist, or Business Partner opportunities you come across in your travels—and if you'd 
be kind enough to pass them along to me, I'd sure appreciate it. 

Here's wishing you all the best, and if I can ever return the favor or you'd like me to keep my 
eyes open for any certain types of opportunities on your behalf, please don't hesitate to ask.  
I'm going to be hitting the networking circuit hard in the months to come and would be happy 
to scout around for any suitable types of referrals or business leads you might be seeking... 

SAMPLE #8 

SUBJECT LINE: CAREER NEWS FROM MARSHA JOHNSON 

Dear Friends & Colleagues: 

Big news in my world, for those who haven’t heard!  

Over the past year, as many of you know, I’ve had the great pleasure of helping lead 
Washington Schools Foundation through a series of strategic changes that shifted them back 
to a much more solid footing.  These efforts include the establishment of innovative new 
funding pillars, in addition to recruiting some outstanding folks to the Board of Trustees and 
hosting a very successful luncheon this past April that had over 550 people in attendance.   

Having accomplished my goals with the Foundation, however, I’m going to be handing the 
reins off to another individual to sustain these efforts – and I, myself, will be focusing on a 
return to a challenging leadership role within private industry. 

The ideal type of role I will be targeting will be with a company (big, small, or startup) seeking 
a leader to drive significant change or to boost its customer pipeline through a significant 
transformation to its marketing and business development strategy.  Such challenges are right 
up my alley, having led efforts such as: 

• The successful sale of an email marketing service provider to a leading global competitor  

• The launch of a new marketing service agency, followed by transformation of the firm into 
a high technology (SEO) company offering services on a global basis 

• The building out of an international network of partners able to sell/service complex 
process control equipment 

• The implementation of dramatically improved quality control standards (ISO-9000), 
operating efficiencies, and external and internal communications strategies for a complex 
electronic manufacturing company 

While I’m currently in the process of narrowing the list down, a few companies I am currently 
exploring in this regard include SAP/Concur, Emeritus, Expedia, Fred Hutchinson, Institute for 
Systems Biology, Microsoft, Physio-Control, Razorfish, Swedish Hospital, T-Mobile, Verizon, 
and Virginia Mason.  If any of you have any specific knowledge or appropriate contacts at any 
of these institutions, I’d certainly welcome your assistance! 
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In closing, I apologize for the “impersonality” of this note and look forward to a one-on-one 
chat or coffee outing in the near future – but wanted to get the word out as quickly as possible 
about this latest twist in my career direction, just in case you hear of an appropriate 
opportunity out there.  Needless to say, I greatly value our ongoing relationship and will be 
looking forward to finding various ways I can assist you, in return! 

SAMPLE #9 

SUBJECT LINE: TOM NEEDS YOUR HELP! 

Greetings All: 

I hope you’re enjoying the transition into summer – always an enjoyable time of the year! 

I'm firing off this message to you all (a one-time thing, don't worry!) simply to bring you up to 
speed on my situation -- and to let you know that I’m kicking off an active search for a new 
executive-level role in Corporate Communications, PR or MarComm.   

As many of you are aware, I've spent the past few years on a "sabbatical" of sorts, raising my 
youngest daughter, Candace, so that my wife could return to the workplace full time at 
Benaroya Research Center.  Now that Candy has reached school age, however, I'm chomping 
at the bit to get back in the saddle and am eager to find an organization that is seeking expert 
guidance around marketing, social media, and communications issues! 

In lieu of burdening you with a full resume, let me just quickly summarize my top 
qualifications/attributes in case you come across an employer or business acquaintance 
seeking these specific capabilities: 

• Expertise helping companies conquer the world of social media in order to generate fresh 
sales leads and profitable media exposure 

• In-depth background of “best practices” across multiple industries: High Technology 
(SaaS, Cloud, Enterprise Software, Internet), clean technology (Hybrid/Electric Vehicles, 
Alternative Energy), and Consumer Products 

• Highly skilled at measuring PR/Marketing ROI using advanced analytical tools 

• Exceptional communication skills, including a long history of success serving as the key 
outward-facing spokesperson for organizations 

Going forward, I'll definitely be touching base with each of you individually to reconnect and 
share a bit more about my goals, but I figured it couldn't hurt to also get the word out about 
my search immediately, just in case you come across something in the near future that might 
be relevant to my expertise.  Many thanks for your help, referrals, and/or moral support! 

SAMPLE #10 

SUBJECT LINE: NETWORKING FAVOR REQUEST 

Dear Friends & Colleagues: 

Apologies for the group broadcast, but I’m excited about some recent career decisions I've 
made and wanted to reach out to enlist your help in tracking down some appropriate 
conversations/opportunities — if you’ve got a moment to spare. 
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Specifically, I’m seeking assistance connecting with people and organizations who might 
relate in some way to the topic of developing strategic partnerships across the academic, 
corporate, and research domains.  As I believe most of you know, I've gained extensive 
experience driving this type of collaboration throughout my career, in roles with Microsoft 
Research and other institutions, and I think the world is crying out for even more of it. 

Building these kinds of multi-disciplinary partnerships is my greatest passion and by way of 
example, I've recently been retained by (and been having a blast working with) the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) to develop corporate partnerships and with the 
Committee for Global Youth Protection on programs to prevent child abuse.  These programs 
have been tremendously rewarding and stimulating, but alas, they're short-term in nature, so 
I'm pressing forward and seeking to add some similar projects to my portfolio. 

Needless to say, I value my relationship with all of you highly and appreciate you keeping your 
eyes peeled for anything out there that screams “Betty” or that touches on any of the above 
areas I’ve outlined.  Many thanks and hope to see you soon… 

SAMPLE #11 

SUBJECT LINE: QUICK FAVOR REQUEST 

Greetings All: 

I wanted to take this opportunity to reach out to all of you who have been loyal customers of 
Genoa Cleaners over the years—and ask for a little bit of help, inspiration, and advice in term 
of my current career situation.  As I believe many of you are aware, after more than 50 years 
in business, my family and I elected to sell the company back in July.  We were facing a perfect 
storm of reasons that convinced us the time was right to exit the business, and after sticking 
around for a few months to help ensure a smooth transition for the new owners, I’m now at 
the point (ha ha) where l have to figure out “what I want to be when I grow up.” 

So where to, next?  That’s the question I’m going to be tackling in the coming weeks, and I 
therefore wanted to get the word out in a hurry in case any of you had any thoughts, advice, or 
ideas that could contribute to my decision-making process.  Here's a quick synopsis of some of 
the strengths/accomplishments I'm looking to transfer in a new direction: 

• As President of Genoa, I managed a staff of 22 employees while overseeing the operations 
and sales for 4 locations, as well as 2 pickup and delivery routes.    

• Prior to this role, I spent several years as a Senior Sales Associate at Franklin & Company, 
where I managed a territory and sold high-volume office machines and equipment. 

• I’ve also amassed a surprising amount of political and association leadership savvy, having 
served as a President and Board Member of the West Coast Dry Cleaning Association for 
15 years, collectively; I was also chosen to personally lobby the U.S. Congress on behalf of 
the Dry Cleaners of the United States of America. 

Again, my apologies for sharing these thoughts in a mass e-mail format, but I figured it might 
be the fastest way to get the word out—and I definitely plan to follow up with each one of you 
directly in the near future.  Any help or suggestions you might think to send along before then 
would be greatly appreciated, however! 

All the best and I hope it goes without saying how much your friendships and relationships  
over the years have meant to me, personally, and the Genoa family, as a whole.   
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SAMPLE #12 

SUBJECT LINE: JULIE CROSBY FAVOR REQUEST 

Friends & Colleagues, 

Hope you've all been well since we last spoke.  And in terms of my reason for writing, I’m 
sending this note along to let you know that after a great seven-year run with PSL Architects, 
I'll be leaving the firm shortly due to some reorganization efforts and the decision to close the 
firm's Seattle office.  As a result, I'll be starting the hunt for my next professional opportunity 
in the architecture and construction management field, and would therefore appreciate it 
greatly if you could keep your eyes open on my behalf. 

As a quick refresher, my background centers around managing large architectural projects, 
including design/build assignments, and I also bring to the table a deep background in 
construction planning and administration.  What's more, I've kept myself highly current in 
terms of industry technologies and trends, having acquired strong proficiency in BIM, Revit, 
AutoCAD, as well as the entire design process including space programming, construction 
documentation, permitting, building codes and specifications.   

Should you hear of any opportunity requiring such skills, or have any suggestions in terms of 
companies or individuals that might be relevant for me to contact, I'd certainly love to hear 
your thoughts and ideas—and will follow up on them, accordingly.  Thanks much! 

SAMPLE #13 

SUBJECT LINE: GREENFARMS IS BORN -- AND I'D LOVE YOUR INPUT! 

Attn: Friends, Colleagues & Fellow Travelers 

For those who haven’t yet heard, I’m writing today with some exciting news to share.  After a 
combined 15 years in the field of food quality assurance and operations at Brazen Foods and 
Potpourri Chocolate, I’m venturing out on my own.  I have decided to combine my skills, 
experience, and passion together in a way that I hope will make a positive change in the world 
– via the launch of my brand-new consulting business, GreenFarms, LLC! 

Through GreenFarms, my goal is to serve as an SME (Subject Matter Expert) in the areas of 
sustainability, fair trade, quality management, and certification compliance to food/beverage 
manufacturers and natural products companies.  Such work, I feel, will capitalize on my key 
strengths – as well as my consistent track record of being able to help companies reduce costs; 
improve efficiency; produce high quality products; and make solid business decisions related 
to quality, safety, and emerging social responsibility/sustainability standards. 

In fact, if you’ve got a moment, I’d greatly appreciate your review of my new website at 
www.greenfarms.com.  It’s obviously still in beta stage at this point, so please don’t be shy 
around sharing your thoughts around it or suggesting any areas for improvement.  I’m hoping 
it will serve as a beacon of hope for those companies who are trying to “go green” or who are 
wrestling with how to comply with the vast new array of compliance regulations out there. 

Going forward, too, I expect to be meeting with quite a few interesting people as I get out 
there, network, and grow my new practice, so if any of YOU are looking for any specific types 
of connections or referrals I can make on your behalf, please let me know!   

All the best, thanks so much for your support, and wish me luck… 
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SAMPLE #14 

SUBJECT LINE: ANY CFO LEADS ON YOUR RADAR SCREEN? 

Dear Friends & Colleagues: 

Just wanted to send you all a brief note to let you know (in case you hadn’t heard) that after a 
highly successful three-year run as CFO at WiredWeb, I recently stepped down from the role 
due to some strategic restructuring within the organization – and am therefore now on the 
hunt for my next challenging opportunity. 

A few highlights of my accomplishments at WiredWeb, for whatever they might be worth: 

• Turned around the business from $1.5M negative EBITDA to consistent positive EBITDA 
• Played key role in raising $3 million in preferred stock through private equity funds 
• Shifted the company to a data-driven culture based on clear KPIs and performance metrics 

My ideal target job going forward will ideally capitalize on these accomplishments, involving a 
CFO or VP/Finance role that involves leading a high-performance finance/accounting team 
and helping a business grow top-line profitability.  So if you stumble across a company that 
has established a revenue-generating  business model, and needs a savvy CFO to help them 
ramp that business up –that’s exactly the sort of challenge that’s right up my alley.   

Thanks much for keeping me in mind, going forward, and in the coming days and weeks I look 
forward to reaching out to all of you individually to catch up, in person.  All the best… 

SAMPLE #15 

SUBJECT LINE: SHAMELESS NETWORKING REQUEST 

Hello Everybody: 

I hope you all had a great summer!  I certainly did, personally, but now that Fall has arrived, 
I’m sensing that it’s time for me to reenergize my job search and turn up the throttle in terms 
of checking out some new employment opportunities. 

Just as a reminder, in case you should hear of anything appropriate, I’m currently targeting an 
executive-level position in the areas of operations, accounting, or financial management—or 
possibly a combination of several these functions, since I’ve held many “dual” roles in the past.  
And while I’m open to exploring just about any possibility that might offer strong upside 
potential, my ideal sweet spot would likely be a VP of Operations, General Manager, COO, or 
CFO position within a small-to-mid-sized company in the $50-$200 million range. 

In lieu of a resume, which I can certainly send you upon request, let me just quickly refresh 
your memory about a few of my representative roles/accomplishments in case you come 
across an employer seeking these specific types of capabilities: 

• Developed a start-up telecommunications services business unit for Fleer International, 
managing all business functions for this new entity including Accounting, Finance, 
Information Technology, Human Resources, Administration, Legal, Contracts, Investor 
Relations, Project Management, and Insurance.  

• Successfully orchestrated two acquisitions ($47 million and $20 million in annual 
revenues) and one OEM divestiture ($100 million annual revenue). 
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• Senior member of the management buyout team that negotiated the acquisition of a 
division from Odyssey Worldwide, raising $5 million in investment capital and $34 million 
in bank financing. 

Going forward, my plan is to touch base with all of you individually to reconnect, but I figured 
it wouldn’t hurt to get the word out immediately, as well.  I’m actually in the process of 
interviewing for two promising opportunities, as we speak, but one never knows how these 
scenarios might eventually turn out—so I plan to continue exploring multiple options until the 
right assignment materializes and I have a job offer firmly in hand! 

Needless to say, I value my relationship with all of you highly and appreciate any leads or 
contacts you might be able to share with regard to my search.  Going forward, I promise to 
keep you posted on how things progress, and if I can return the favor in any way, shape, or 
form down the road, please don’t hesitate to call.  Best regards… 

SAMPLE #16 

SUBJECT LINE: TODD ADAMS -- NEW JOB OR BUST! 

I hope you are all enjoying the record-breaking temperatures these last few days.  My family 
and I certainly have been, and I must say, it’s tough to find a better place to live than Seattle on 
days like these. 

My reason for writing is to alert you all to the career change adventure I’m currently 
embarking upon after 15 years in the pharmaceutical sales industry.  While I’ve spoken with 
some of you briefly about my current situation, and future goals, I thought it might make 
sense to send out a quick “broadcast” note to everybody regarding my employment status—if 
you’ll pardon the spam—just in case any of you might have some immediate ideas, 
suggestions, or contacts you’d be willing to pass along. 

In a nutshell, having decided that the time has come to make a break from the pharmaceutical 
world, due to the limited number of opportunities this field offers in the Seattle area, I’m now 
planning to transfer my skills into a suitable sales or marketing position within the medical 
device, software, or health care industries where I’d be able to add considerable value to the 
right employer through my business development expertise and large physician network. 

Obviously, I’d be happy to send any of you a full resume if you’d be interested in reviewing it, 
but for now, let me just highlight a few of my key skills and accomplishments, just in case 
these items might trigger any relevant thoughts: 

• Experience selling within highly clinical/technical environments; my customers over the 
years have been top physicians and surgeons throughout the Northwest, and I believe I 
have become viewed by them as a very trustworthy and useful advisor to them on 
numerous technical issues. 

• Proven expertise applying a solution-based selling process within a highly competitive 
industry; this includes the demonstrated ability to cold call and forge lasting relationships 
with customers who tend to have big egos, limited patience, and demanding schedules.  

• Successful track record of employment with some of the top companies in the biotech 
industry including Genentech, Johnson and Johnson, and AstraZeneca; key clients of mine 
over the years have included the University of Washington Medical Center, The Fred 
Hutchinson Cancer Research Center, and Cardinal Distribution Systems. 
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Going forward, I’d greatly appreciate your willingness to keep your eyes and ears open for me,  
and I continue to thank God for having you all as part of my life! 

SAMPLE #17 

SUBJECT LINE: ROB JOHNSON CAREER UPDATE 

Happy Holidays, Everybody: 

I hope you all enjoyed the snow earlier this week.  In the Johnson household, I can assure you 
that the sleds, scarves and mittens were all dug out of storage and put to good use over the 
last few days -- and are now lined up in the laundry room, dripping wet... 

Since one can’t make a living playing in the snow, however, I wanted to drop you each a quick 
note to alert you to the new career goals I’m currently pursuing now that my tenure as ended 
as Executive Director of the Issaquah Highlands Homeowner Association.  As many of you 
have heard, I was asked to resign from this post several weeks ago, not due to any scandalous 
or performance-related reason, but simply due to the new strategic direction that the Board of 
Directors has decided to pursue and their desire to bring in somebody with a stronger 
finance/accounting background.  We’ve therefore parted on good terms, I’ve enjoyed a few 
weeks off, and I’m now a free agent again out there looking for my next opportunity. 

The best fit for my capabilities, I believe, would be to translate my experience into a similar 
role here on the Eastside that deals in a direct way with property management, vendor 
supervision, and/or facilities management.  I’m therefore focusing my search efforts on a 
number of other large homeowners associations in the area, as well as on the commercial 
property management and building management industries. 

A few specific companies I’ve got my eye on include Unico Properties, Morris Piha, Pinnacle 
Realty, and Quadrant Homes—so please let me know if you know somebody at one of these 
firms who might be able to lend a helping hand! 

All in all, while it’s never fun to change jobs, I’m confident I’ve got some great skills to 
contribute to the right employer and am somewhat excited to see what else might be out there 
for me.  Thanks for keeping your eyes and ears open on my behalf, and if I can return the favor 
in any way, shape, or form down the road, please don’t hesitate to ask!!! 

 

 

 


